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Grammar

Raymond Murphy’s best-selling 
elementary grammar book

Book with answers and Interactive ebook 978-1-107-48053-7
Book with answers 978-1-107-48055-1
Book without answers 978-1-107-48056-8
Interactive ebook 978-1-107-48060-5

Essential Grammar in Use 
Supplementary Exercises 
Third edition

Helen Naylor with Raymond Murphy

To accompany Essential Grammar in Use Fourth 
edition. 185 varied exercises to provide learners 
with extra practice of the grammar covered in the 
main book.

Book with answers 978-1-107-48061-2

Essential Grammar in Use Fourth edition ebook

Supplementary app available

• Essential Grammar in Use
Extra Activities app

  A1 A2 B1

Essential Grammar in Use 
Fourth edition

Raymond Murphy

ELEMENTARY TO PRE-INTERMEDIATE

Essential Grammar in Use Fourth edition is 
a self-study reference and practice book for 
elementary-level learners, used by millions of 
people around the world. This edition retains the 
key features of clarity and ease-of-use that have 
made the book so popular with learners and 
teachers alike.

Designed to be flexible, the fourth edition is 
available both with and without answers, making 
it perfect for self-study, but also suitable for 
reinforcement work in the classroom.

For learners who want the flexibility of studying 
with both print and digital content, the Essential 
Grammar in Use interactive ebook with audio can 
now be purchased with the printed book. The 
ebook works on iPads and Android tablets, as 
well as desktop and laptop computers. It can also 
be purchased through the Cambridge Bookshelf 
app on the App Store and Google Play. 

  A1 A2 B1

Bilingual editions

• Interactive ebook makes it easier to study on the 
go, with all of the content from the printed book 
plus integrated audio to help with listening and 
pronunciation practice.

• Two-page units in an easy-to-use format, with 
clear explanations of grammar points on 
each left-hand page and exercises to check 
understanding on the right.

• Study Guide helps learners to identify the most 
useful language areas to study.

cambridge.org/inuse

  A1 A2 B1

 NEW  Basic Grammar in Use
Self-study reference and practice for students 
of North American English
Fourth edition

Raymond Murphy with William R. Smalzer  
and Joseph Chapple

HIGH BEGINNING TO LOW INTERMEDIATE

Basic Grammar in Use Fourth edition is an 
American English, self-study reference and 
practice book for beginning-level learners, used by 
millions of people around the world. This edition 
retains the key features of clarity and ease-of-use 
that have made the book so popular with learners 
and teachers alike.

• Interactive ebook makes it easier to study on the 
go, with all of the content from the printed book 
plus integrated audio to help with listening and 
pronunciation practice.

• Two-page units in an easy-to-use format, 
with clear explanations of grammar points on 
each left-hand page and exercises to check 
understanding on the right.

cambridge.org/inuse

Student's Book with answers and  
Interactive ebook

978-1-316-64673-1

Student's Book with answers 978-1-316-64674-8
Student's Book without answers  978-1-316-64675-5
Interactive ebook 978-1-107-48060-5

Essential Grammar in Use: Thai edition
Raymond Murphy with Sripoom Akkramas
Book with answers 978-0-521-01124-2

Essential Grammar in Use: Indonesian edition
Raymond Murphy with Wuri Soedjatmiko
Student’s Book with answers (Part A) 978-1-107-64691-9
Student’s Book with answers (Part B) 978-1-107-67505-6

Basic Grammar in Use: Taiwan edition
Raymond Murphy with Wang Su Wei
Student’s Book with answers 978-1-107-60042-3
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“Best grammar book ever. 
Clear and direct … each point 
is explained in a basic form 
that students can easily work 
on in the classroom, or at 
home without guidance.”
Alexandra, Amazon customer

The world’s best-selling grammar book 
for learners of English

  B1 B2

English Grammar in Use 
Fourth edition

Raymond Murphy

INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE

English Grammar in Use Fourth edition is the 
world’s best-selling grammar book for learners 
of English. This edition retains the key features 
of clarity and ease-of-use that have made the 
book so popular with learners and teachers alike. 
Designed to be flexible, the fourth edition is 
available both with and without answers, making 
it perfect for self-study, but also suitable for 
reinforcement work in the classroom.

For learners who want the flexibility of studying 
with both print and digital content, the English 
Grammar in Use interactive ebook with audio can 
now be purchased with the printed book. The 
ebook works on iPads and Android tablets, as 
well as desktop and laptop computers.  It can also 
be purchased through the Cambridge Bookshelf 
app on the App Store and Google Play. 

  B1 B2

English Grammar in Use   
Supplementary Exercises 
Third edition

Louise Hashemi with 
Raymond Murphy

INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE

To accompany English Grammar in Use Fourth 
edition. Contains 200 exercises which give extra 
practice of the grammar studied in the main book.

cambridge.org/inuse

Book with answers 978-1-107-61641-7
Book without answers 978-1-107-63043-7

• Interactive ebook makes it easier to study on the 
go, with all of the content from the printed book 
plus integrated audio to help with listening and 
pronunciation practice.

• Two-page units in an easy-to-use format, with 
clear explanations of grammar points on 
each left-hand page and exercises to check 
understanding on the right.

• Study Guide helps learners to identify the most 
useful language areas to study.

cambridge.org/englishgrammarinuse

Book with answers and Interactive ebook 978-1-107-53933-4
Book with answers 978-0-521-18906-4
Book without answers 978-0-521-18908-8
Interactive ebook 978-1-107-53934-1

English Grammar in Use Fourth edition ebook

  B1 B2

Grammar in Use Intermediate
Taiwan edition

Raymond Murphy with You Yu-ling

INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE

Student’s Books with answers 978-0-521-14787-3

  B1 B2

Grammar in Use Intermediate
Third edition

Raymond Murphy with William R. Smalzer

INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE

This edition of Grammar in Use Intermediate is 
fully updated and has a larger, full color format 
to include more detailed coverage of difficult 
grammar points and more practice in every unit. 
It is a unique combination of grammar reference 
and practice and an excellent resource for 
students who are preparing for the TOEFL® Test 
and other standard examinations.

• More practice in every lesson

• Eight new units on phrasal verbs

• More Additional Exercises in the back of the 
book, giving students extra opportunities to 
consolidate what they have learned

• A CD-ROM that offers practice exercises 
(including listening exercises), tests for  
self-assessment, and interactive grammar games

Student’s Book with answers and CD-ROM 978-0-521-73477-6
Student’s Book without answers with CD-ROM 978-0-521-75936-6
Workbook with answers 978-0-521-73478-3
Presentation Plus DVD-ROM (single classroom) 978-0-521-14974-7
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“Excellent! The grammar is explained 
very simply, lots of exercises … to 
hear the right pronunciation there is 
sound. Perfect!” ê ê ê ê ê
Sultanakz, App Store customer, Italy

Study English grammar anytime, anywhere!

  B1 B2

English Grammar in Use 
Mobile app

Raymond Murphy

INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE

Winner Prolific North App of the Year 2015

Raymond Murphy’s English Grammar in Use is 
now more mobile than ever! The mobile app, 
available from the Google, Amazon and Apple 
app stores, features all 145 grammar units from 
the best-selling Fourth edition book, specially 
re-designed for smartphones and tablets. With 
explanations and interactive exercises, a study 
guide, integrated audio and automatic checking 

Clear grammar 
explanations and a 
variety of exercises to 
check understanding

Hundreds of audio 
recordings

Specially designed to 
work on both tablets 
and smartphones

Interactive exercises 
with automatic 
marking

of answers, it is the only grammar app that an 
intermediate learner of English will ever need.

Genuine Murphy content, specially designed for 
smartphones and tablets.

• Fully downloadable and available from the 
Google, Amazon and Apple app stores.

• Try before you buy – download the FREE Starter 
Pack of six units and the study guide.

• Clear grammar explanations, interactive exercises, 
study guide, integrated audio and automatic 
checking of answers.

• Perfect for recommending to students who are 
looking for grammar reference and practice.

• Also available for volume purchase by 
educational institutions through Apple’s Volume 
Purchase Program.

Also available

  B1 B2

English Grammar in Use Online  
with Learning Management System
INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE

• All of the content from the Fourth edition book 
available online as a renewable subscription  
with Learning Management System.

• Study grammar explanations and listen to 
examples.

• Complete exercises, have them automatically 
marked and track progress.

• Now compatible with iPads, as well as laptop and 
desktop computers.

• The perfect solution for educational institutions 
looking for a way to track their students’ progress.

insidegrammar.cambridge.org

Speak to your local Cambridge University Press representative for 
information about English Grammar in Use Online with Learning 
Management System for institutions.

See also

• Active Grammar
Page 25
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Also available

• English Grammar Today

• Grammar Games

• Grammar in Practice

cambridge.org/cambridgeenglish

  C1 C2

Cambridge Grammar of 
English 

Ronald Carter and Michael McCarthy

ADVANCED, PROFICIENCY AND ABOVE

WINNER British Council ELTons Awards

Cambridge Grammar of English is a must-have 
reference grammar for advanced-level students, 
teachers, teacher trainers and applied linguists. 
Using ground-breaking language research, and 
examples from the Cambridge English Corpus, 
the book offers clear explanations of spoken and 
written English based on real, everyday usage.

cambridge.org/cge

  C1 C2

Advanced Grammar in Use 
Third edition

Martin Hewings

UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED

Advanced Grammar in Use Third edition is 
a self-study reference and practice book for 
advanced-level learners, used by millions of 
people around the world. This edition retains the 
key features of clarity and ease-of-use that have 
made the book so popular with learners and 
teachers alike.

Designed to be flexible, the third edition is 
available both with and without answers, making 
it perfect for self-study, but also suitable for 
reinforcement work in the classroom.

For learners who want the flexibility of studying 
with both print and digital content, the Advanced 
Grammar in Use interactive ebook with audio can 
now be purchased with the printed book. The 
ebook works on iPads and Android tablets, as 
well as desktop and laptop computers. It can also 
be purchased through the Cambridge Bookshelf 
app on the App Store and Google Play. 

  C1 C2

Grammar for English   
Language Teachers 
Second edition

Martin Parrott

PRE-/IN-SERVICE TEACHER TRAINING

WINNER ESU HRH the Duke of Edinburgh Award

Whether you’re a practising or trainee teacher, 
this book helps you develop your understanding 
of English grammar and how to teach it.

As well as providing refreshingly clear and original 
explanations, it includes practical ideas for 
planning lessons, and addresses typical problems 
that learners encounter. Extension exercises to 
accompany the book are available on the website.

cambridge.org/gelt

Paperback with CD-ROM 978-0-521-67439-3

Paperback 978-0-521-71204-0
Hardback 978-0-521-88505-8

Book with answers and Interactive ebook 978-1-107-53930-3
Book with answers 978-1-107-69738-6
Book without answers 978-1-107-61378-2
Interactive ebook 978-1-107-53931-0

“Great content! Very useful for 
English teachers and students of 
advanced level. Very clear grammar 
explanations and good related 
activities. I highly recommend it.”
María Gómez Torres, Amazon customer

• Interactive ebook makes it easier to study on the 
go, with all of the content from the printed book 
plus integrated audio to help with listening and 
pronunciation practice.

• Provides ideal support for learners preparing 
for IELTS, Cambridge English: Advanced and 
Cambridge English: Proficiency examinations.

• Features a Study Planner so helps learners to 
select areas of grammar they need to work on 
most. This is also a useful diagnostic test for use 
by teachers.

cambridge.org/inuse

Supplementary app available

  C1 C2

• Advanced Grammar in Use
Extra Activities app

Advanced Grammar in Use Third edition ebook

See also

•  NEW  Lexical Grammar
Page 87
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  A1 A2 B1 C1 

Grammar and Beyond 

Randi Reppen, Laurie Blass, Susan Iannuzzi, 
Alice Savage, John D. Bunting and 
Luciana Diniz

BEGINNER TO ADVANCED

WINNER British Council ELTons Awards

Grammar and Beyond teaches the grammar students 
need most, thanks to the billion-word collection of 
authentic language – the Cambridge English Corpus.

The four-level series places special emphasis on 
grammar for writing. As they prepare to write, 
students practise editing common mistakes – 
based on an extensive corpus of student writing. 
Then they apply the grammar in a writing task, 
making a clear connection between what they 
study and how they write.

Real-World Contexts

• Students learn each structure in the context in 
which it most commonly appears illustrating 
authentic usage.

Real-World Application

• Students practice using the grammar in ways 
they will be expected to outside of class – with a 
special emphasis on written forms.

Real-World Writing

• Grammar is connected to writing through 
analysis of the most common ways that writers 
actually use the grammar.

How Grammar Really Works

• Students learn key differences between spoken 
and written English, as well as the most common 
structures.

Online Workbook

• Add hours of automatically graded grammar 
practice with the Online Workbook.

Enhanced Teacher’s Manual

• Enhanced Teacher’s Manual with customizable 
tests, communicative activities, presentations, 
and more.

Writing Skills Interactive

• Help your students become better writers with 
automatically graded practice of the writing skills 
they need.

cambridge.org/grammarandbeyond

The world’s only corpus-informed grammar series

Grammar and Beyond Student’s Book 3

Grammar in the Real 
World

Each unit presents 
the grammar in 
a realistic context, 
using intriguing, 
contemporary readings

Grammar and Beyond Level 1 Level 2 Level 3 Level 4
Student’s Book and Writing Skills Interactive Pack 978-1-107-69571-9 978-1-107-62985-1 978-1-107-67721-0 978-1-107-64520-2
Student’s Book A and Writing Skills Interactive Pack 978-1-107-67662-6 978-1-107-66753-2 978-1-107-67836-1 978-1-107-63863-1
Student’s Book B and Writing Skills Interactive Pack 978-1-107-66379-4 978-1-107-66723-5 978-1-107-64624-7 978-1-107-67208-6
Student’s Book, Workbook, and Writing Skills 
Interactive Pack

978-1-107-66817-1 978-1-107-69214-5 978-1-107-64309-3 978-1-107-69969-4

Student’s Book A, Workbook A, and Writing Skills 
Interactive Pack

978-1-107-67418-9 978-1-107-69349-4 978-1-107-67387-8 978-1-107-67228-4

Student’s Book B, Workbook B, and Writing Skills 
Interactive Pack

978-1-107-67644-2 978-1-107-63661-3 978-1-107-66630-6 978-1-107-67954-2

Student’s Book, Online Workbook, and Writing Skills 
Interactive Pack

978-1-107-66235-3 978-1-107-69824-6 978-1-107-67078-5 978-1-107-69730-0

Student’s Book A, Online Workbook A, and Writing 
Skills Interactive Pack

978-1-107-65483-9 978-1-107-67340-3 978-1-107-63107-6 978-1-107-67572-8

Student’s Book B, Online Workbook B, and Writing 
Skills Interactive Pack

978-1-107-68452-2 978-1-107-69560-3 978-1-107-67142-3 978-1-107-63011-6

Online Grammar Workbook (Standalone for Students) 
via Access Card

978-1-107-66450-0 978-1-107-67039-6 978-1-107-68725-7 978-1-107-66314-5

Writing Skills Interactive 978-1-107-63853-2 978-1-107-63243-1 978-1-107-67604-6 978-1-107-64236-2
Class Audio CD (1) 978-0-521-14330-1 978-0-521-14335-6 978-0-521-14339-4 978-0-521-14343-1
Enhanced Teacher’s Manual with CD-ROM 978-1-107-65857-8 978-1-107-66795-2 978-1-107-69069-1 978-1-107-65573-7




